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PLASMA DISCHARGE APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a plasma discharge 

apparatus, more particularly a plasma addressed display 
apparatus such as a plasma addressed electro-optical 
apparatus, still more particularly to an improvement of the 
gas sealed in a plasma chamber. 

2. Description of Related Art 
In the past, there has been known a matrix type electro 

optical apparatus using a liquid crystal cell as the electro 
optical cell, for example. a liquid crystal display apparatus. 
An active matrix type liquid crystal display apparatus has 
been developed which provides a switching element such as 
a thin ?lm transistor for each pixel and linearly drives the 
same as a means for achieving a higher resolution and higher 
contrast. 

In this case. however, there is the problem that it is 
necessary to provide a large number of thin ?lm transistors 
or other semiconductor elements on the substrate. The 
manufacturing yield becomes poor when the surface area is 
increased. 

For this reason, recently a system of use of plasma 
switches, that is, one which utilizes switches operating based 
on plasma discharge instead of switching elements com 
prised of thin ?lm transistors, to drive the electro-optical cell 
has been proposed (for example. see Japanese Unexamined 
Patent Publication (Kokai) No. 1-217396 and Japanese 
Unexamined Patent Publication (Kokai) No. 5-297359). 
A plasma addressed display apparatus utilizing such a 

plasma switch has a display cell comprised, for example, of 
a liquid crystal cell and has a plasma cell arranged close to 
this having a plasma chamber of a range of discharge of a 
plasma electrode formed in the row direction in a stripe 
manner. The display cell is driven for each pixel by the 
electric ?eld based on the range of discharge of this plasma 
cell. 
As the discharge gas sealed in such a plasma chamber, 

from the viewpoint of lowering the discharge voltage (Vf), 
a Penning gas has been used. The Penning gas is prepared by 
mixing a minute amount of xenon (Xe) and argon (Ar) in a 
base of helium (He) or neon (Ne) (for example, HeQQXeI, 
NeaasArosl 

However, both of the lie-based Penning gas and the 
Ne-based Penning gas have problems as will be mentioned 
below. Namely, it has become clear from experiments car 
ried out by the present inventors that the He-based Penning 
gas is apt to cause cathode sputtering and shortens the 
service life of a display apparatus. In a plasma addressed 
display apparatus, a metal such as nickel or aluminum is 
used as the cathode material, but in comparison with an 
Ne-based Penning gas, there is conspicuous deterioration 
due to the sputtering of the cathode. When the cathode is 
being sputtered, the sputtered substance deposits at the 
opening portion and thereby causes a reduction of the 
transmittance. Further, with an He-based Penning gas, since 
the He molecules are small, they are apt to scatter from the 
thin plate glass (for example, thiclmess of 50 pm) consti 
tuting a part of the plasma chamber to the outside. For 
example, in an actual display apparatus, to stabilize the 
discharge, mercury is di?’used in the display chamber, but in 
the heat treatment step for the di?‘usion (for example, 250° 
C. for 48 hours), the He ends up scattered and lost to the 
outside. In a case of a 14-inch panel having an inner volume 
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2 
of about 10 cc, if the He gas pressure is set to 120 Torr, the 
gas pressure ends up lowered to about 40 Torr in the 
above-described heat treatment step and there was the 
problem that the effective plasma could no longer be formed. 
On the other hand, where an Ne-based Penning gas is 

used, although there is less of a problem of the cathode 
sputtering and the scattering and loss of the gas as described 
above, there was a problem in that the orange discharge 
color of Ne lowers the contrast of the display and the color 
purity. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the present invention is to provide a plasma 
discharge apparatus which can exhibit good characteristics 
stably for a long period. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
further improved plasma addressed display apparatus which 
is free from the problem of color, has little scattering and 
loss of gas, is superior in durability. and has little erroneous 
writing. 

According to the present invention, there is provided a 
plasma discharge apparatus including: a pair of substrates 
forming a discharge space; and an ionizable gas sealed in the 
discharge space, the ionizable gas being a mixed gas com 
prised of neon plus 10 to 30 percent by volume of an element 
selected from the group of argon. lnypton, and xenon. 

Preferably, the mixed gas is comprised of neon plus 10 to 
30 percent by volume of argon and l to 10 percent by 
volume of krypton or xenon. 

Preferably, the mixed gas is comprised of neon plus 10 to 
30 percent by volume of argon, 1 to 5 percent by volume of 
krypton. and l to 5 percent by volume of xenon. 

Also, preferably, the mixed gas is comprised of neon plus 
10 to 30 percent by volume of argon, 1 to 5 percent by 
volume of krypton, and. l to 5 percent by volume of xenon. 

Preferably, one of the pair of substrates is a dielectric 
sheet. 

Preferably, the plasma discharge apparatus is further 
provided with an electro-optical cell holding an electro 
optical material between the dielectric sheet and a glass 
substrate. 

Preferably, the electro-optical cell is a liquid crystal 
display cell which has a plurality of signal electrodes 
arranged in parallel at the inside of the glass substrate and 
which has as the electro-optical material a liquid crystal. 

Preferably, the other of the pair of substrates has a 
plurality of discharge electrodes on it and a plasma discharge 
is caused between adjoining discharge electrodes to address 
the liquid crystal cell. 

Also, according to the present invention, there is provided 
a plasma addressed electro-optical apparatus including: a 
plasma cell where plasma discharge is performed; an ion 
izable gas sealed in the plasma cell, the ionizable gas being 
a mixed gas comprised of neon plus 10 to 30 percent by 
volume of an element selected from the group of argon, 
krypton, and xenon; and an elecIro-optical cell laminated on 
the plasma cell and address by the plasma discharge. 

Preferably, the plasma addressed electro-opn'cal apparatus 
is provided with a dielectric sheet interposed between the 
plasma cell and eleclro-optical cell. 
The electro-optical cell may be a liquid crystal display 

cell comprising a liquid crystal ?lled between a ?rst glass 
substrate having a plurality of signal electrodes arranged in 
parallel on its inside and the dielectric sheet. 
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The plasma cell may be comprised of a second glass 
substrate and the dielectric sheet between which is sealed the 
ionizable gas. 

The plasma cell may be provided with a plurality of 
discharge electrodes formed on the second glass substrate 
and a plasma discharge is caused between adjoining dis 
charge electrodes to address the electro-optical cell. 

Preferably, the mixed gas is comprised of neon plus 10 to 
30 pm'cent by volume of argon and 1 to 10 percent by 
volume of krypton or xenon. 

Also, preferably, the mixed gas is comprised of neon plus 
10 to 30 percent by volume of argon, 1 to 5 percent by 
volume of krypton, and l to 5 percent by volume of xenon. 
The present inventors engaged in intensive studies so as 

to solve the problems of the lowering of the service life or 
characteristics of the products due to the discharge gas as 
described above in a plasma discharge apparatus and as a 
result discovm'ed that a plasma discharge apparatus having 
a longer service life and a shorter plasma life can be formed 
without greatly increasing the discharge voltage compared 
with the case of the conventionally used lie-based or 
Ne-based Penning gas by using as the discharge gas a mixed 
gas prepared by incorporating in a base of Ne (neon) or Ar 
(argon) a speci?c ratio of Ar, Kr or Xe and thereby com 
pleted the present invention. 

Namely, the plasma discharge apparatus according to a 
?rst aspect of the present invention is a plasma discharge 
apparatus formed with a plasma chamber in which discharge 
is carried out wha-ein use is made, as the discharge gas 
sealed in the plasma chamber, of a mixed gas represented by 
NewwArxAy (wherein, Ais Ar, Kr, and/or Xe, x is 10 to 30 
percent by volume, and y is 1 to 10 percent by volume). Note, 
that when Kr and and Xe are included as A, it is preferable 
that the Kr be included in an amount of 1 to 5 percent by 
volume and the Xe in an amount of l to 5 percent by volume. 
The plasma addressed display apparatus according to a 

second aspect of the present invention is one which is 
provided with a plasma cell having a plasma chamber in 
which a discharge is carried out and a display cell which is 
arranged close to this plasma chamber and is driven by an 
electric ?eld based on the range of discharge of this plasma 
cell and in which the discharge gas sealed in the plasma 
chamber is a mixed gas represented by New°_,Ar,Ay 
(wherein, A is Ar, Kr, and/er Xe, x is 10 to 30 percent by 
volume, and y is l to 10 percent by volume). 

In the plasma addressed display apparatus, the display cell 
may be for example a liquid crystal cell. 

In this way, in the plasma addressed display apparatus of 
the present invention, the discharge gas sealed in the plasma 
chamber is made a mixed gas represented by NelwxArpAy 
(wherein, A is Ar, Kr, and/or Xe, x is 10 to 30 percent by 
volume, and y is l to 10 percent by volume). 
Each of molecules contained in the above-described 

mixed gas used in the present invention becomes a consid 
erably large molecule in comparison with He and therefore 
even if the heat treatment for the di?’usion of mercury is 
carried out, the problem of scattering and loss of the gas 
molecules from the plasma cell as mentioned above does not 
occur, a predetm'mined gas pressure, for example, 120 Torr, 
can be maintained, and a stable plasma formation in com 
parison with the conventionally used He-based Penning gas 
is possible. 

Also, in comparison with the He-based Penning gas, with 
the Ne-based the mixed gas according to the present 
invention, the rate of advance of the cathode sputtering is 
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4 
much slower in the same way as the conventional Ne-based 
Penning gas and, the rate of deterioration of the transmit 
tance due to such cathode sputtering is slower by one order 
than a case where the He-based Penning gas is used. 

Further, where the mixed gas according to the present 
invention is used, although not comparable to the case where 
the He-based Penning gas is used, the luminance is su?i 
ciently low in comparison with the case of the Ne-based 
Penning gas, the color is close to white, and the contrast of 
the display and the color purity are not substantially 
impaired, so good characteristics are obtained. 

Note that, by addingAr or the like to the Ne, the discharge 
voltage Vf which is needed rises in comparison with the case 
of the Ne-based Penning gas but in the present invention, the 
amount of addition thereof is restricted to 10 to 30 percent 
by volume, and therefore the amount of rise thereof is 
suppressed to about 20 V and it is possible to substantially 
prevent problems such as a rise of the power consumption, 
voltage resistance of the driver transistor, etc. 

Further, in the present invention, since the Ne-Ar (10 to 
30 percent by volume)-based gas includes a speci?c ratio of 
K and/or Xe (l to 10 percent by volume), the attenuation 
time of the plasma can be made about V2 compared with the 
Ne—Ar (10 to 30 percent by volume)-based gas. If the 
attenuation time of the plasma becomes shorter, there is no 
longer data voltage erroneously applied to a pixel corre 
sponding to a plasma chamber which inherently should not 
be written at the time of selection of the next line and, also, 
a su?icient contrast can be obtained. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other objects and features of the present 
invention will become clearer from the following descrip 
tion of the preferred embodiments given with reference to 
the attached drawings, in which: 

FIGS. 1 and 2 are schematic cross-sectional views of 
examples of the con?guration of a plasma addressed display 
apparatus according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the plasma addressed 
display apparatus shown in FIG. 2; 

FIG. 4 is a View showing the arrangement of the data 
electrodes, plasma electrodes, and plasma chambers in the 
plasma addressed display apparatus shown in FIG. 3; 

FIG. Sis a view of the circuit con?guration of a plasma 
addressed display apparatus; 

FIGS. 6Ato 6B are waveform diagrams showing changes 
in the cathode voltage and data voltage; 

FIG. 7 is a graph of the relationship between the compo 
sition of an Ne—Ar-based mixed gas and a discharge 
voltage; 

FIG. 8 is a graph of the relationship between various types 
of mixed gases and the change of the transmittance; and 

FIG. 9 is a view of the relationship between the residual 
amount of plasma in the case of use of the discharge gas 
according to the embodiment of the present invention and 
the case of use of the discharge gas according to a com 
paratr've example. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Below, a plasma discharge apparatus and a plasma 
addressed display apparatus of the present invention will be 
explained further concretely by embodiments. 
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FIGS. 1 and 2 are schematic partial cross-sectional views 
showing a construction of examples of a plasma address 
display apparatus which drives the liquid crystal cell by 
utilizing such a plasma switch and represents a shape cut 
along the column direction, that is, the signal electrode 
direction. In the example shown in FIG. 1, an explanation 
will be made by using as an example the plasma cell of a 
wall surface type electrode construction. In the example 
shown in FIG. 2, an explanation will be made by using a 
plasma cell of the ?at plane type electrode construction. 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the plasma addressed display 
apparatus shown in FIG. 2. 
The plasma addressed display apparatus according to the 

present invention is a plasma addressed display apparatus 
100 comprised of an electro-optical display cell 1, a plasma 
cell 2, and a dielectric sheet 3 interposed between the two, 
thereby forming a ?at panel construction. The dielectric 
sheet 3 is comprised of a thin plate of glass etc. The 
dielectric sheet 3 has to be made as thin as possible to enable 
driving of the display cell 1 and for example is formed to a 
thickness of about 50 pm. 
The display cell 1 is comprised using an upper transparent 

glass substrate (top substrate) 4. On the main surface of the 
inside of the upper substrate 4 are fomred a plurality of data 
electrodes 5, comprised of a transparent electroconductive 
material and extending in the column direction (vertical 
direction), in parallel in the row direction (horizontal 
direction) maintaining predetermined intervals along the 
column direction. The upper substrate 4 is joined to the 
dielectric sheet 3 in a state maintaining a certain clearance 
therewith by a spacer (not shown). In the clearance between 
the upper substrate 4 and the dielectric sheet 3 is ?lled a 
liquid crystal, saving as the electro-optical material, to form 
the liquid crystal layer 6. Here, the size of the clearance 
between the upper substrate 4 and the dielectric sheet 3 is 
made, for example, 4 to 10 um. This distance is maintained 
uniformly over the entire display face. Note that in this 
embodiment, use was made of a liquid electro-optical 
material, but in the plasma addressed display apparatus of 
the present invention, this electro-optical material does not 
necessarily have to be a liquid crystal. Use may be made of 
an electro-optical crystal plate etc. 
On the other hand, the plasma cell 2 is constituted using 

a lower glass substrate (lower substrate) 7. On the main 
surface of the inside of the lower substrate 7, a plurality of 
anode electrodes 9A and cathode electrodes 9K constituting 
the plasma electrodes and extending in the row direction are 
formed in parallel in the column direction while maintaining 
a predetermined interval between them. At the approximate 
centers of the top surfaces of the anode electrodes 9A and the 
cathode electrodes 9K are formed partition walls 9 of 
predetermined widths extending along those electrodes. The 
tops of the partition walls 9 abut against the bottom surfaces 
of the dielectric sheet 3 to maintain the size of the clearance 
between the lower substrate 8 and the dielectric sheet 3 
constant. The partition walls 10 may, for example, be formed 
by repeated thick ?lm screen printing. 

Further, a hit sealing member (not shown) made using a 
low melting point glass etc. is laid along the periphery of the 
lower substrate 7 to enable air-tight bonding of the lower 
substrate 7 and the dielectric sheet 3. In the clearance 
between the lower substrate 7 and the dielectric sheet 3 are 
formed, in parallel in the column direction, a plurality of 
plasma chambers (spaces) 12 separated by the partition 
walls 10 and extending in the row direction. That is, the 
plasma chambers 12 are formed to be orthogonal with the 
data electrodes 5. The discharge gas ?lled in the plasma 
chambers 12 will be explained later. 
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6 
The data electrodes 5 become the row driven elements. 

Further. as mentioned later, since the anode electrodes 9A 
are connected in common and supplied with an anode 
voltage, the pair of plasma chambers 12 positioned at the 
two sides of each cathode electrode 9K become column 
driven units. A pixel 13 is de?ned as shown in FIG. 4, at the 
intersection of the two. 

In the above con?guration, when a predetermined voltage 
is supplied between the anode electrode 9A and the cathode 
electrode 9K corresponding to a predetermined pair of 
plasma chambers 12, the gas at the portion of the pair of 
plasma chambers 12 is selectively ionized and generates a 
plasma discharge. A.substantially anodic potential is main 
tained inside. In this state, when data voltage is successively 
supplied to a data electrode 5, data voltage is written through 
the dielectric sheet 3 at the liquid crystal layers 7 of the 
plurality of pixels 13 arranged in the row direction corre 
sponding to the pair of plasma chambers 12 where the 
plasma discharge occurred. When the plasma discharge 
ends, the plasma chambers 12 become ?oating potentials 
and the data voltage written in the liquid crystal layers 7 of 
the pixels 13 are held by the action of the dielectric sheet 3 
until the next writing period (for example, after one frame). 
In this case, the plasma chambers 12 function as sampling 
switches and the liquid crystal layers 7 of the pixels and/or 
the dielectric sheet 3 function as sampling capacitors. 

Since the liquid crystal operates due to the data voltage 
written in the liquid crystal layers 7 of the pixels 13, the 
display is performed in pixel units. Accordingly, as men 
tioned above, it is possible to display a two-dimensional 
image by generating a plasma discharge and successively 
scanning in the column direction the pairs of plasma cham 
bers 12 Where data voltage has been written in the liquid 
crystal layers 7 of the plurality of pixels 13 arranged in the 
row direction. 

FIG. 5 is a view of the circuit con?guration of the plasma 
addressed display apparatus 100 explained above. In FIG. 5, 
portions corresponding to FIG. 1 to FIG. 3 are given the 
same references. Reference numeral 21 is a liquid crystal 
driver, which liquid crystal driver 21 is supplied with video 
data (DATA). Data voltage s DS1 to D8," of a plurality of 
pixels constituting the lines are simultaneously output from 
the liquid crystal driver 21. The data voltage s DS1 to D8,,' 
of the plurality of pixels are supplied through the bull'ers 221 
to 22m to the plurality of data electrodes 51 to 5",. 

Note that the operation of the liquid crystal driver 21 is 
controlled by the control circuit 23. The control circuit 23 is 
supplied with a horizontal synchronization signal HD and a 
vertical synchronization signal VD as reference synchroni 
zation signals corresponding to the video data (DATA). 
Further, the operations of the later mentioned anode driver 
24 and cathode driver 24 are controlled by the control circuit 
23. 

Reference numeral 24 denotes an anode driver. This 
anode driver 24 supplies a plurality of commonly connected 
anode electrodes 9A1 to 9A,l with an anode voltage VA as a 
reference voltage. Reference numeral 25 is a cathode driver. 
The cathode driver 25 supplies the cathode voltage s VK1 to 
VK,,_1 having a predetermined potential ditference from the 
anode potential to the plm'ality of cathode electrodes 9Kl to 
9K,,_, every horizontal period. Due to this, a plasma dis 
charge is caused at the pairs of plasma chambers 12 corre 
sponding to the cathode electrodes 9K1 to 9K,,_, every 
horizontal period and, accordingly, the pairs of plasma 
chambers 12 where data voltage s DS1 to D8,,l are written in 
the liquid crystal layers 7 of the plurality of pixels 13 
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arranged in the row direction (horizontal direction) are 
successively scanned in the column direction (vertical 
direction). 

Here, an explanation will be made of the cathode voltage 
supplied to the cathode electrode 9K and the data voltage DS 
supplied to the data electrode 5. FIGS. 4A to 4D are views 
of wave-forms of the cathode voltage s VKa to VKM3 
supplied to the consecutive cathode electrodes 9K, to 9K“, 
FIG. 4B is a view of the data voltage DS supplied to a 
predetermined data electrode 5. The cathode electrodes 
9Kn+3 to 9K,” are supplied with the cathode voltage s VK‘a 
to VKn+3 having a predetermined potential diiference from 
the anode potential within consecutive single horizontal 
periods (1H) every frame. Due to this, the plasma chambers 
12 generating the plasma discharge are successively scanned 
in the column direction (vertical direction). Further, the data 
voltage DS is inverted in polarity with respect to the anode 
potential every horizontal period and every frame, so the 
liquid crystal layers 7 are alternately driven. The liquid 
crystal layers 7 are alternately driven so as to prevent 
deterioration of the liquid crystals. 

First Embodiment 

In the present embodiment. in the internal portion of this 
tight sealed plasma chamber 12, a mixed gas represent ed by 
NemMAx (wherein. in the formula, A is any element 
selected from a group consisting of Ar, Kr, and Xe and x is 
10 to 30% by volume, more preferably 15 to 25% by 
volume) is sealed. Note that, in this mixed gas, if the content 
of the A component is less than 10 percent by volume, a 
problem of emission of the orange color light peculiar to Ne 
occurs, while if it exceeds 30 percent by volume, the 
discharge voltage Vf extremely rises, neither or which is 
preferred. Also, among the Ar, Kr, and Xe to be mixed into 
the Ne, mainly from an economical viewpoint, Ar and Kr are 
preferred 

Note that, as shown in FIG. 1, where the wall surface 
electrode construction (parallel ?at plate electrode 
construction) is adopted in this way, a gas pressure two times 
higher than that of the ?at plane electrode construction as 
disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication 
(Kokai) No. 3-47784 is necessary, and also the discharge 
starting voltage becomes higher by about several tens of 
volts. The reason for this can be considered to be that the 
discharge route of the wall surface electrode construction is 
a straight line and is shortened while the discharge route of 
the ?at plane electrode construction is a parabola. 
Accordingly, a relatively high gas pressure becomes neces 
sary based on the rule of Paschen. The discharge starting 
voltage is affected by various factors such as the surface 
state of the wall surface electrode etc. and it becomes 
slightly high. However, the wall surface electrode construc 
tion as in this embodiment is advantageous in the point that 
a stable plasma discharge in comparison with the ?at plane 
electrode construction is obtained and the point that the 
plasma discharge can be e?iciently carried out etc. and is 
advantageous in view of the fewer restrictions at the time of 
a production of the cell construction in comparison with the 
inclined plane electrode construction as disclosed in Japa 
nese Unexamined Patent Publication (Kokai) No. 1-2 17396. 
However, of course, in the plasma addressed display appa 
ratus of the present invention, there is no restriction on the 
construction of the plasma cell either, and various types of 
aspects as described above can be adopted. For example, in 
the example shown in FIG. 1. an explanation was made by 
using as an example the plasma cell of a wall surface type 
electrode construction, but in the present invention, the 
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electrode construdion is not particularly restricted and the 
invention can be applied also with respect to a plasma cell 
of the ?at plane type electrode construction shown in FIG. 
2. In the electrode construction shown in FIG. 2, the 
electrodes of the cathode 9K and anode 9A are formed in a 
?at state, a partition wall 9 is formed on them. and a plasma 
chamber 8a is formed between the partition wall 9 and 
another partition wall 9. 

Next, the e?'ect of the present invention was examined by 
an experiment as will be mentioned below by actually 
preparing a plasma addressed display apparatus having the 
con?guration as shown in FIG. 1. 

First, mixed gases obtained by adding the Ar to Ne with 
various proportions were prepared and were sealed in 
plasma chambers. The discharge voltages which were nec 
essary were then measured. The results thereof are as shown 
in FIG. 7. In comparison with the Ne-based Penning gas 
(Ne9g_5Aro_5), it is clear that, although the discharge voltage 
rises also in the area of composition according to the present 
invention, the amount of the rise can be suppressed to about 
20 V. 

Next, an He-based Penning gas (HCQQXCI), Ne-based 
Penning sas (NCQJAIOJ), and a mind gas (Hem-A... 
x=l0 to 30) having a composition according to the present 
invention were prepared and were sealed in plasma cham 
bers. The change of transmittance by the cathode sputtering 
was examined. Note that, the measurement conditions were 
determined so that the gas pressure was 200 Torr and a 
current per line was 100 mA. A discharge was carried out at 
a cycle of one discharge of 10 psec for every 16 msec. The 
addition of mercury was not carried out. The obtained results 
are as shown in FIG. 8. In comparison with the He-based 
Penning gas. the Ne-based Penning gas and the mixed gas 
having a composition according to the present invention had 
a very low rate of reduction of the transmittance. ‘ 

Further, the He-based Penning gas (HeggXel), Ne-based 
Penning gas (Newman. and the mixed gas (News 
having a composition according to the present invention 
were prepared and were sealed in plasma chambers. A 
comparison of the discharge color was carried out. Note that, 
the comparison of the discharge color was carried out by 
setting the current per line as 100 mA. As a result, the 
proportion of the emitted light luminance among the 
HeWXeD NeggjArog, and NemAr2o was 1: 18: 3, and the 
color coordinates (x, y) became (0.33, 0.27), (0.63, 0.37), 
and (0.58, 0.39), respectively. Although not comparable to 
the He-based Penning gas, NeaoAr2o has a su?iciently low 
luminance in comparison with the Ne-based Penning gas, 
and also the color of this is near white. 
When speaking of this by using an actual panel, where a 

discharge arrrent per line in a 14 inch panel is 100 mA, the 
luminance of the discharge light of the Ne-based Penning 
gas reaches 0.3 nit. In the case of the He-based Penning gas, 
this is an amount that cannot be ignored with respect to a 
black level of 2 nit (deta'mined by the light polarization 
plate liquid crystal), but in the case of N eaoArzo, it becomes 
0.1 nit or less, and a su?icient black level is obtained. The 
result can be expected to become a display panel having a 
good contrast. 
As mentioned above, according to the ?rst embodiment of 

the present invention, a plasma addressed display apparatus 
which can exhibit good characteristics stably over a long 
period can be provided. 

In the above description, the plasma addressed display 
apparatus was described as a speci?c example, but, it is 
clearly understood the present invention can be applied to a 
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plasma discharge apparatus, per se, and other display appa 
ratus using such plasma discharge apparatus as a switching 
apparatus. 

Second Embodiment 

In the ?rst embodiment. however, there is the problem of 
a long plasma attenuation. If the plasma attenuation is long, 
there is the problem that plasma will remain until the next 
line is selected and erroneous data voltage will be applied to 
a row where the plasma remains and therefore the pixel of 
the display cell corresponding to that portion will be driven 
erroneously. 
A second embodiment is intended to improve the ?rst 

embodiment. 
In the second embodiment, the plasma chambers 12 have 

sealed in them a mixed gas represent ed by N emownArxAy 
Here, Ais Ar, Kr, and/or Xe. x is 10 to 30 percent by volume, 
more preferably 15 to 25 percent by volume, and y is 1 to 
10 percent by volume. Further, when Kr and Xe are included 
as A. the Kr is preferably contained in an amount of 1 to 5 
percent by volume and the Xe in an amount of l to 5 percent 
by volume. 
When the x is less than 10 percent by volume. the problem 

of emission of an orangish light peculiar to Ne occurs. while 
when it is over 30 percent by volume, the discharge voltage 
Vf ends up rising remarkably. Neither of these cases is 
preferable. When y is smaller than 1 percent by volume, the 
plasma attenuation time becomes longer, while when it is 
over 10 percent by volume, the other properties become 
poor. Neither of these is preferred either. 

Next, the e?ect of the present invention was examined by 
an experiment as mentioned below in which a plasma 
addressed display apparatus having the structures as shown 
in FIGS. 2 and 3 were actually fabricated. 

First, mixed gases obtained by adding Ar to Ne in various 
proportions were prepared, were sealed in plasma chambers. 
and wae measured as to the discharge voltages which were 
necessary. The results thereof are as shown in FIG. 7. In 
comparison with the Ne-based Penning gas (Negg‘sArog), it 
became clear that although the discharge voltage n'ses also 
in the range of the composition according to the present 
invention, the amount of the rise can be suppressed to about 
20 V. 

Next. an He-based Penning gas (He99Xe1) and a mixed 
gas of the composition according to the present invention 
(NemArzoKrzxez) wu-e prepared, were sealed in plasma 
chambers, and were examined as to the change of transmit 
tance by cathode sputtering. Note that the measurement 
conditions were made a gas pressure of 200 Torr and a 
current per line of 100 mA and discharge was carried out at 
a cycle of a discharge of 10 psec every 16 msec. Mercury 
was not added. The obtained results are as shown in FIG. 8. 
In comparison with the He-based Penning gas, the mixed gas 
of the composition according to the present invention had a 
very low rate of reduction of the transmittance. 

Further, the lie-based Penning gas (Heggxel). Ne-based 
Penning gas (NcmlsAl-o's), and the mixed gas of the com 
position according to the present invention 
(Ne16ArmKr2Xe2) were prepared, were sealed in plasma 
chambers, and were compared as to the discharge color. 
Note that the comparison of the discharge color was carried 
out by setting the current per line as 100 mA. As a result, the 
ratio of the luminance of the emitted light among the 
He99Xe1, Neg9_,Aro_,, and NemArmKrzXe2 was 1:1813 and 
the color coordinates (x, y) became (0.33. 0.27), (0.63, 0.37), 
and (0.58, 0.39), respectively. Although not comparable to 
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10 
the He-based Penning gas, Ne-mArwKr2Xe2 has a suffi 
ciently low luminance in comparison with the Ne-based 
Penning gas and also its color is near white. 
When speaking of this using an actual panel, where a 

discharge current per line in a 14-inch panel is 100 mA. the 
luminance of the emitted light of the Ne-based Penning gas 
reaches 0.3 nit . In the case of the He-based Penning gas, it 
is an amount that cannot be ignored with respect to a black 
level of 2 nit (determined by the light polarization plate 
liquid crystal), but in the case of Ne76Ar2oKr2Xe2, it 
becomes 0.1 nit or less and so a su?icient black level is 
obtained and it can be expected that the result will become 
a display panel having a good contrast. 
When NemArwKrzxe2 was used as the discharge gas of 

the plasma addressed display apparatus, the plasma attenu 
ation time was found to be 20 usec. When Ne,,;,Ar2oKr_.,I\{es 
was used as the discharge gas of the plasma addressed 
display apparatus, the plasma attenuation time was found to 
be 20 psec. When NenArmKr-z was used as the discharge 
gas of the plasma addressed display apparatus, the plasma 
attenuation time was found to be 30 nsec. When 
NemArmXe2 was used as the discharge gas of the plasma 
addressed display apparatus, the plasma attenuation time 
was found to be 30 nsec. As a comparison, NeaoArm was 
used as the discharge gas of the plasma addressed display 
apparatus, whereupon the plasma attenuation time was 
found to be 40 usec. 
As shown in FIG. 9, in a picture of the double speed 

NTSC system, the assigned time per line (selection time) is 
30 usec. Further, in the Japanese “high vision” system (high 
de?nition system), it is a shorter 15 psec. The discharge time 
accounts for 10 psec of this. According, in a double speed 
NTSC system, the maximum data holding time becomes 20 
psec and so, in the case of a comparative example using 
NewAr2o as the discharge gas, plasma will remain until the 
next line selection and there will be a chance of erroneous 
writing of data and a sufficient contrast will not be obtained. 
As opposed to this, in the embodiment of the present 
invention using Ne-mArzoKrzxez or NeqoArzoKrsxes as the 
discharge gas, as shown in FIG. 7, no plasma will remain at 
the time of the next line selection, so it is possible to prevent 
erroneous writing of data and a su?icient contrast can be 
obtained in the apparatus even in a double speed NTSC 
display. 

Note that the present invention is not limited to the above 
embodiments. Various modi?cations may be made within 
the scope of the invention. 

For example, the plasma addressed display apparatus 
according to the above embodiments was a plasma 
addressed display apparatus, but the invention is not limited 
to this. For example, the configuration of the cathode 
electrodes and anode electrodes of the plasma addressed 
display apparatus is not limited to that of the above 
embodiment, but can be modi?ed in various ways. For 
instance, when performing AC discharge, either of the 
electrodes can be buried in the dielectric layer and not be 
directly exposed in the plasma charnba's. Further, the 
plasma addressed display apparatus according to the present 
invention is not limited to a plasma addressed display 
apparatus and can be applied to optical modulators and other 
plasma addressed display apparatus s in the broader sense. 
As explained above. according to the plasma addressed 

display apparatus of the present invention, it is possible to 
form plasma stabler compared with the conventionally used 
He-based a Penning gas with little problem of the scattering 
and loss of gas molecules from the plasma cell. 
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Also, in comparison with the He-based Penning gas, with 
the Ne-based the mixed gas according to the present 
invention, the rate of advance of the cathode sputtering is 
much slower in the same way as the conventional Ne-based 
Penning gas and the rate of deterioration of the transmittance 
due to such cathode sputtering is slower by one order than 
a case where the He-based Penning gas is used. 

Further, where the mixed gas according to the present 
invention is used, although not comparable to the case where 
the He-based Penning gas is used, the luminance is sul? 
ciently low in comparison with the case of the Ne-based 
Penning gas, the color is close to white. and the contrast of 
the display and the color purity are not substantially 

so good characteristics are obtained. 
Note that. by adding Ar or the like to the Ne, the discharge 

voltage Vf which is needed rises in comparison with the case 
of the Ne-based Penning gas, but in the present invention, 
the amount of addition thereof is restricted to 10 to 30 
percent by volume. and therefore the amount of rise thereof 
is suppressed to about 20 v and it is possible to substantially 
prevent problems such as a rise of the power consumption, 
voltage resistance of the driver transistor, etc. 

Further, in the present invention, since a speci?c ratio of 
Kr and/or Xe is mixed in the Ne-Ar (10 to 30 percent by 
volume)-based gas, the attenuation time of the plasma can be 
reduced to about one-half that of the Ne-Ar (10 to 30 
percent by volume)-based gas. If the attenuation time of the 
plasma is made shorter, there is no longer erroneous appli 
cation of data voltage to pixels corresponding to plasma 
chambers which should inherently not be written in at the 
time of the next line selection and a su?icient contrast can 
be obtained 

In the above description, the plasma addressed display 
apparatus was described as a speci?c example, but, it is 
clearly understood the present invention can be applied to a 
plasma discharge apparatus, per se, and other display appa 
ratus using such plasma discharge apparatus as a switching 
apparatus. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A plasma discharge apparatus, comprising: 
a pair of substrates for forming a discharge space; and 
an ionizable gas sealed in the discharge space, said 

ionizable gas being a mixed gas comprising neon plus 
10 to 30 percent by volume of an element selected from 
the group consisting of argon, krypton, and xenon, said 
mixed gas comprises neon plus 10 to 30 percent by 
volume of argon, l to 5 percent by volume of krypton, 
and 1 to 5 percent by volume of xenon. 

2. A plasma discharge apparatus as set forth in claim 1, 
wherein one of said pair of substrates comprises a dielectric 
sheet. 

3. A plasma discharge apparatus as set forth in claim 2, 
further comprising an electro-optical cell holding an electro 
optical material between said dielectric sheet and a glass 
substrate. 
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4. A plasma discharge apparatus as set forth in claim 3, 

wherein said electro-optical cell comprises a liquid crystal 
display cell which has a plurality of signal electrodes 
arranged in parallel at the inside of said glass substrate and 
which has as said electro-optical material a liquid crystaL 

5. A plasma discharge apparatus as set forth in claim 4. 
wherein the other of the pair of substrates has a plurality of 
discharge electrodes on it and a plasma discharge is caused 
between adjoining discharge electrodes to address the liquid 
crystal cell. 

6. A plasma addressed elecn-o-optical apparatus compris 
mg: 

a plasma cell where plasma discharge is performed; 
an ionizable gas sealed in the plasma cell, the ionizable 

gas being a mixed gas comprising neon plus 10 to 30 
percent by volume of an element selected from the 
group consisting of argon, krypton, and xenon, said 
mixed gas comprises neon plus 10 to 30 percent by 
volume of argon, l to 5 percent by volume of krypton. 
and l to 5 percent by volume of xenon; and 

an electro-optical cell layered on said plasma cell and 
addressed by the plasma discharge. 

7. A plasma addressed electro-optical apparatus as set 
forth in claim 6, further comprising a dielectric sheet inter 
posed between said plasma cell and electro-optical cell. 

8. A plasma addressed electm-optical apparatus as set 
forth in claim 7, wherein said electro-optical cell is a liquid 
crystal display cell comprising a liquid crystal ?lled between 
a ?rst glass substrate having a plurality of signal eledrodes 
arranged in parallel on the inside and said dielectric sheet. 

9. A plasma addressed electro-optical apparatus as set 
forth in claim 6, wherein said plasma cell comprises a 
second glass substrate and said dielectric sheet between 
which is sealed said ionizable gas. 

10. A plasma addressed electro-optical apparatus as set 
forth in claim 9, wherein said plasma cell is provided with 
a plurality of discharge electrodes formed on said second 
glass substrate and a plasma discharge is caused between 
adjoining discharge electrodes to address the electro-optical 
cell. 

11. A plasma discharge apparatus as set forth in claim 1, 
wherein said mixed gas comprises 76 percent by volume 
neon, plus 20 percent by volume of argon, 2 percent by 
volume of krypton, and 2 percent by volume of xenon. 

12. A plasma discharge apparatus as set forth in claim 1, 
wherein said mixed gas comprises 70 percent by volume 
neon, plus 20 percent by volume of argon, 5 percent by 
volume of krypton, and 5 percent by volume of xenon. 
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